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Abstract-- The main goal of this paper is to present the importance of the term labour, and to show its role as a factor of
production in chosen faculties of economic science. The studies conducted within the paper have strictly theoretical scope and
had been undertaken supported the analysis of Polish and foreign literature. In Polish writings, one will notice some quality in
understanding labour, its divisions and place among factors of production. within the initial a part of this paper the
reader will realize historical summary of economic analysis of labour and its significance as an element of
production. Second half considerations divisions and their advantages and disadvantages in studies over labour in economic
science.

INTRODUCTION
Human efforts done mentally or physically with the aim of earning financial gain is understood as labour. Thus,
labour may be a physical or mental effort of soul within the method of production. The compensation given to
labourers reciprocally for his or her productive work is named wages (or compensation of employees).
Land may be a passive issue whereas labour is a lively issue of production. Actually, it's labour that in
cooperation with land makes production doable. Land and labour also {are|are} referred to as primary factors of
production as their provides are determined additional or less outside the financial system itself.

LABOR
Labor as issue of production is ANy human effort used profitably (with an output of products or services)
for which payment is formed. unearned work and work for enjoyment area unit excluded
which means and Characteristics economic science
Labour includes each physical and mental work undertaken for a
few financial reward. during this approach, employees operating in factories, services of doctors, advocates,
ministers, officers and academics area unit all enclosed in labour.
Any physical or mental work that isn't undertaken for obtaining financial gain, however merely to
achieve pleasure or happiness, isn't labour.
For example, the work of a gardener within the garden is named labour, as a result of he gets financial gain for
it. however if an equivalent work is completed by him in his home garden, it'll not be referred to as labour,
as he's not acquired that employment. So, if a mother brings up her youngsters, a tutor teaches his son and a
doctor treats his better half, these activities aren't thought-about ‘labour’ in economic science. it's therefore as a
result of these aren't done to earn financial gain. in step with S.E. Thomas, “Labour connotes all human efforts
of body or mind thatarea unit undertaken within the expectation of reward.”

CHARACTERISTICS OF LABOUR
Labour has the subsequent peculiarities that area unit explained as under:
1. Labour is Perishable Labour is additional perishable than alternative factors of production. It means
that labour can not be hold on. The labour of AN out of work employee is lost forever for that
day once he doesn't work. Labour will neither be delayednor accumulated for successive day. it'll change state.
Once time is lost, it's lost forever.
2. Labour can not be separated from the Labourer Land and capital may be separated from their
owner, however labour cannot he separated from a workman. Labour and workman area unit indispensable for
every alternative. For instance, it's unfeasible to bring the power of a tutor to show within the college, feat the
teacher reception. The labour of a tutor will work providing he himself is gift with in the category. Therefore,
labour and workman can not be separated from one another.
3. Less quality of Labour As compared to capital and alternative merchandise, labour is a smaller
amount mobile. Capital may be simplytransported from one place to alternative, however labour can
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notbe transported simply from its gift place to alternative places. A workman isn't able to go
too faraway places feat his native place. Therefore, labour has less quality.
4. Weak dialogue Power of Labour The ability of the customer to get merchandise at rock bottom value and
therefore the ability of the vendor to sell his merchandise at the very best doable value is
named the dialogue power. A workman sells his labour for wages ANd an leader purchases labour by paying
wages. Labourers have a really weak dialogue power, as a result of their labour can not be hold on and that
they area unit poor, ignorant and fewer organized.
Moreover, labour as a category doesn't have reserves to fall back upon once either there's no work or the wage
rate is therefore low that it's not value operating. Poor labourers have to be compelled to work for his or
her subsistence. Therefore, the labourers have a weak dialogue power as compared to the employers.
5. inelastic offer of labour The supply of labour is inelastic in a very country at a specific time. It means
that their offer will neither be raised nor slashed if the requirement demands therefore. for instance, if a
rustic contains a insufficiency of a specific form of employees, their offer can not be raised inside every day,
month or year. Labourers can not be ‘made to order’ like alternative merchandise.
The supply of labour may be raised to a restricted extent by commercialism labour
from alternative countries within the short amount. the availability of labour depends upon the dimensions of
population. Population can not beraised or slashed quickly. Therefore, the availability of labour is inelastic to a
good extent. It can notbe raised or slashed like a shot.
6. workman may be a soul and not a Machine Every workman has his own tastes, habits and feelings.
Therefore, labourers can notbe created to figure like machines. Labourers cannot work around the clock like
machines. when continuous work for a couple of hours, leisure is crucial for them.
7. A workman sells his Labour and not Himself A workman sells his labour for wages and not himself.
‘The employee sells work however he himself remains his own property’. for instance, after
we purchase AN animal, we tend to become house owners of the services additionallybecause the body of that
animal. however we tend to cannot become the owner of a workman during this sense.
8. Increase in Wages could scale back the availability of Labour The supply of products will
increase, once their costs increase, however the availability of labourers decreases, once their wages area
unit raised. for instance, once wages area unit low, all men, ladies and youngsters in
a verylabourer’s family have to be compelled to work to earn their resource. however once wage rates area
unit raised, the workman may match alone and his better half and youngsters could shut
down. during this approach, the rise in wage rates decreases the availability of labourers.
Labourers conjointly work for fewer hours once they area unitpaid additional and thus once
more their offer decreases.
9. Labour is each the start and therefore the finish of Production The presence of land and capital alone
cannot build production. Production may be started solely with the assistanceof labour. It means that labour is
that the starting of production. merchandise area unit made to satisfy human desires. after we consume them,
production involves AN finish. Therefore, labour is each the start and therefore thefinish of production.
10. variations within the potency of Labour Labourer differs in potency. Some labourers area
unit additional economical attributable to their ability, coachingand ability, whereas others area
unit less economical on account of their illiteracy, ignorance, etc.
11. Indirect Demand for Labour The consumer merchandise like bread, vegetables, fruit, milk, etc. have
direct demand as they satisfy our desires directly. however the demand for
abourers isn't direct, it's indirect. they're demanded therefore on manufacturealternative merchandise, that satisf
y our desires. therefore the demand for labourers depends upon the demand for merchandise that they assist to
supply. Therefore, the demand for labourers arises due to their productive capability
to supply alternative merchandise.
12. tough to seek out out the price of Production of Labour We can simply calculate the price of production of
a machine. however it's hard to calculate the price of production of a workman i.e., of AN advocate, teacher,
doctor, etc. If an individual becomes AN engineer at the age of twenty, it's tough to seek
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out out the full value on his education, food, clothes, etc. Therefore, it's tough to calculate the price of
production of a workman.
13. Labour creates Capital Capital, that is taken into account as a separate issue of production is, in fact,
the results of the reward for labour. Labour earns wealth by approach of production. we all know that capital is
that portion of wealth that is employed to earn financial gain. Therefore, capital is developed and accumulated
by labour. it's evident that labour is additional vital within the method of production than capital as a result
of capital is that the results of the operating of labour.

PRODUCTIVITY OF LABOUR
1. Provision of work
2. enhancements in operating conditions
3. Optimum operating hours
4. Higher customary of education and coaching
5. Improved potency of alternative factors
6. Specialization

DIVISION OF LABOUR
Class wise Division - unskilled manual, consummate manual, technological, body, social control and skilled
trade wise Division - building, textile, mining Division of labor as trade, craft - fitter, trained worker, carpenter
Division of Labor on method - hairdressing, bleaching and coloring. Following area unit the benefits and
drawbacks of division of labor as issue of production

ADVANTAGES OF DIVISION OF LABOUR
1. Most economical use is formed of native ability.
2. Degree of ability will increase with repetition.
3. Time in dynamic operation is saved.
4. Fatigue is decreased .
5. Scope for employment of machinery widens.
6. coaching time of employees is decreased and
7. Inventions and technological developments area unit stirred up.

DISADVANTAGES OF DIVISION OF LABOUR
1. Monotony
2. Decline in pride of expertise and satisfaction in work.
3. Decline in pleasure & increase in pain due to grind.
4. raised immobility of unskilled labor.
5. Increase in mutuality of crafts & indstres

CONCLUSION

Land and and capital area unit thought-about because the passive factors of production, as a result of they alone
cannot begin the assembly method. Production from land and capital starts only a person makes efforts.
Production begins with the active participation of man. Therefore, labour is a lively issue of production
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